Portable Brush Holder

READ General Instructions FIRST!

TIP: Most pieces fit together without glue. Do a test run first, before gluing.

Sheets:
Small sheet with brush holder
No number

1

1 the pieces to be glued.
The engraving on the
large pieces both have to
face up and toward the
table, so away from you.

2

2 first glue in the 4 brush holder
pieces. Open side on top, closed
ones on the bottom.
Both pieces with square holes
onto the same plate (for the
triangular brushes). Carefully
insert them, they can break
easily, if you apply pressure at
the top.
Both pieces with square
holes onto the same plate

Apply pressure at the bottom only.

3

3 Now glue together
two of the T-shaped
pieces very fittingly.
Do this twice. Don’t let
glue show anywhere.

4

4 Insert the „saber tooth“ on top
and the ring at the bottom
in between the brush holders
WITHOUT glue.
Then glue the T-pieces into the
hinges.
Only put glue into the square
holes, so that everything can
move freely and can be folded.

Put glue ONLY into the square holes, best to do this from the outside.
“Saber tooth” has different sides for triangle brushes (4 cutouts),
orientate properly!

5

Tip: Use rubber band to close it. Put
protective caps on the brushes. Hold
“saber tooth” on the side while opening
the case so the brushes stay in place.

5 Glue the side walls into the slits
/cutouts along the outside, and
also glue them to the brush holder
pieces.
The pieces with little cutouts in
the middle with the upper / open
brush holders.
Ensure right angles.
Test that everything can fold and
open easily before the glue is dry.
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